
 
Arcus Cup 2017 
It is with great pleasure that Arcus invites to: 

Face2Face 18meter competition. 

The competition takes place in Bellinge Idrætscenter,  
Sædekildegårdsvej 4, 5250 Odense SV, Denmark. 

 

Time: Sunday the 10. December 2017 

Classes: There are 2 classes: Recurve and compound  

Shooting form: Face2Face match shooting. 

  The competition will be held in a simple form without hand 
terminals and the archers are expected to change their own faces 
during the day and to help with updating the results plus keep 
themselves informed about where to shoot their matches. In return 
there will be played a short piece of music before the start of each 
match to increase the intensity of the atmosphere.  

Records: Not possible to break official records at a Face2Face competition. 

Faces: Vertical spot for all. 

Distance: 18m. 

Prices: Perpetual trophy to the winners of the finals.  

Participants:  Max 24 recurve and 24 compound. 

 The first 24 archers to sign up in each class will be the 
participating archers. Hereafter there will be a waiting list. If the 
waiting list gets long enough we will make separate classes for 
ladies and men and hereby enlarge the maximum number of 
participants to 24 men recurve, 24 men compound plus 12 ladies 
recurve and 12 ladies compound.  

Program: 09.00: Welcome + TK. 
 Hereafter 2 x warm up rounds and first pool shooting of 60 arrows. 

 13.00: Second pool shooting of 60 arrows for the 12 in each class. 

 16.00 (give or take) Finals in each class. 

Catering:  Own food and beverage are very welcome and there will be 
possibility to buy food and beverage. 

Fee: 200DKK or 30Euro per archer. 

Registration: Latest Monday the 13. November and “first come first served”  

 to info@dennisbager.dk  

Payment: The fee shall be payed latest 5 days after registration and with 
clearly note of participants. 

 Konto nr 6857-000-101-5665  

Questions: info@dennisbager.dk tlf +45 50165025   
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Description of Face2Face for Arcus Cup 2017. 

We will keep us as close as possible to the Dutch concept, however with minor 

adjustments like set-shooting for recurve.  

All archers are divided into pools in advance. 6 archers in each pool. Each archer 

shoots one match against each of the other 5 archers in the pool. The seeding of the 

archers will be done from previous year results. 

Each match will be of 12 arrows and are shot in 4 x 3 arrow sets/series.  

The shooting time is reduced to 90 seconds. 

2 matchpoints will be given to the winner of a match, 1 matchpoint to each archer at 

a draw and 0 matchpoints for a lost match. There will be no shoot off in matches. 

Recurve shoots set shooting; 4 sets of 3 arrows. 2 setpoints per set and all 4 sets 

shall be shot. Highest number of setpoints in a match wins the match and get 2 

matchpoints. At a draw of 4-4, each recurve archer will receive 1 matchpoint each. 

Compound shoots accumulating score of 12 arrows in each match. Highest score 

wins and get 2 matchpoints. At equal score, each compound archer gets 1 

matchpoint. 

When the pool is finished, each archer has shot 60 arrows and hereby also a 60 

arrow score.  

WA rules apply for equipment and so on. 

Shooting form at 24 recurve and 24 compound archers: 

In the morning session 24 recurve and 24 compound shoot. They shoot in 4 pools 

recurve and 4 pools compound. The 12 best recurve and the12 best compound 

continues to the afternoon, the rest of the archers are out of the competition. 

The 12 archers who continues to the afternoons shooting are found in the following 

way: The 2 best archers in each pool, measured on matchpoints qualify, regardless 

of their 60 arrows score. Plus the 4 best “lucky loosers” are found on their 60 arrow 

score. For the “lucky loosers” matchpoints are not used to qualify for the afternoon. 

The 12 archers will be seeded by their 60 arrows score in new pools. 

In the morning session we will shoot alternating AB - CD and only AB in the 

afternoon session. Due to the limited space in the hall, there will be shot 2 matches 

at a time at each target. This means that AB shoot their match at the left side and CD 

shoots their match at the right side of the target. This means that some archers will 

not stand “perfectly” for their targetface at some matches.   

In the afternoon session there will be 12 recurve archers and 12 compound archers 

in 2 recurve pools and 2 compound pools. The system from morning session is 

repeated and it will end with a recurve final and a compound final. The 2 archers in 

each final will be the 2 pool winners by matchpoints. In case of a draw on 

matchpoints in a pool to qualify for the final, it will be decided by the 60 arrow score 

from the afternoon session. If this is also equal there will be a shoot off.  



Shooting form at 24 men and 12 ladies in respectively recurve and 

compound: 

In the morning session 24 men recurve and 24 men compound shoots and the best 

12 in each class qualify for the afternoon session. They shoot as described above. 

The ladies shoot only in the afternoon session and shoot the same way as the men in 

the afternoon session. 

There will be shot alternating AB – CD all day. 

 

In case of a draw to qualify from the morning session to the afternoon:  

At a draw on matchpoints in a pool to qualify for the afternoon, then the archer with 

the highest 60 arrow score wins. Is this still a draw there will be a shoot off. 

At a draw in the 60 arrows score among the lucky loosers to qualify, then there is a 

shoot off (matchpoints will not be used). 

 

Archers placement in pools and their place in next pool: 

 
Morning session pool division 

           

Pool A  Pool B  Pool C  Pool D 

Seeding Pool  Seeding Pool  Seeding Pool  Seeding Pool 

placement Seeding  placement seeding  Placement seeding  Placement seeding 

1 1   4 1  3 1  2 1 

8 2   5 2  6 2  7 2 

9 3   12 3  11 3  10 3 

16 4   13 4  14 4  15 4 

17 5   20 5  19 5  18 5 

24 6   21 6  22 6  23 6 

           

           

   Afternoon session pool division    

           

   Pool AA  Pool BB    

   Seeding Pool  Seeding Pool    

   

Placement 
from 60 

arrow score seeding  

Placement 
from 60 

arrow score seeding    

   1 1  2 1    

   4 2  3 2    

   5 3  6 3    

   8 4  7 4    

   9 5  10 5    

   12 6  11 6    

 


